Mateshwari Jagdamba Saraswati
Much Ahead of her Time
Mateshwari was alert and awake to the wisdom that each situation
in life bought.
In India Hindu devotees invoke the blessings of Goddess
Saraswati when they wish to attain knowledge and wisdom and when
they engage in activities of learning and teaching. Many schools
and colleges have the idol of Saraswati which symbolises wisdom,
virtues and good fortune.
Few persons were fortunate enough to see the living from the
Saraswati in the persona of Mateshwari Jagadamba Saraswati who
was lovingly called Mamma. She embodied practical wisdom, divinity and virtues in perfection during the brief period of her extraordinary life.
Mateshwari was a young girl when she realised deep spiritual
truths that were imparted by God through the human medium of
Prajapita Brahma. Her spiritual transformation was so amazing and
so fast that she was named as the spiritual mother Mateshwari
Jagadamba and because of her clarity of Godly wisdom she was
called Saraswati.
She was a treasure store of virtues and was gifted with numerous talents. Her ability to understand, grasp, contemplate and explain Godly wisdom was phenomenal. She was an excellent of the
new knowledge that was being imparted by God through Prajapita

Brahma. She instantly practised what she heard and understood.
Her faith in God and His Knowledge was so deep that whatever
spiritual directions were given she followed them thoroughly and
without delay.
Mamma never postponed anything and nor did she make haste.
Her actions were in amazing synchronicity with every situation and
every time. She had mastered the art of being at ease and flow with
the rhythm of life accepting challenges and happy moments with
grace and dealing with them with courage and equanimty. She was
alert and awake to the wisdom that each situation in life brought.
Her knowledge was not just intellectual acumen but it flowed from
the deep conviction of practical experience and truthful living.
She had mastered her thoughts and actions to such an extent that
everything she did was a lesson in virtue for those who observed her
and lived with her. She never repeated any mistake in her life. Her
siritual progress was so stead and fast that she became in the shortest time the best role model in exemplifying God’s teachings in practical actions. She never questioned or had any doubts abut how any
of the teachings could be practised. She had the farsightedness to
comprehend the profound meaning of those teachings and had the
courage to live them each moment.
She was the Gyan Gyaneshwari who could imbibe and ariticulate
the most intricate oints of God’s wisdom in a very easy and clear
way. in her sweet voice she could explain the intricate aspects of
spiritual knowledge so deftly and deeply that all questions in the
listeners’ minds would be answered. When she spoke listeners were
spellbound, her words were like arrows that touched everyone’s intellect and heart. She had unfathomable memory and deep concentration power. She could relate every point of the Godly versions
spoken through Prajapita Brahma and go into the finer nuances of
each point for long. She helped thousands of people to come closer
to truth and made their lives richer by donating them the jewels of

spiritual knowledge.
Amongst the virtues that helped her move fast ahead than other
peers were obedience and courage. Her immense faith in God gave
her the courage to obey every direction that was given to her. At her
young age she had hardly any experience of life when she came to
the spiritual fold but she learnt everything by accepting every responsibility that was given to her and by doing it with complete
faith and love. Thus she embodied spiritual progress and excellence much before others could comprehend and practise them. She
helped numerous other to follow her example and become powerful
role models of spiritual service.
On June 24, 1965, she left her mortal body and left behind a
powerful spiritual legacy for millions who were to come later and
follow a virtuous path. Her life is a continous story of inspirations
that continue to act like a beacon for thousands who wish to live a
spiritually empowered life.
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